
AUDITION/SUBMISSION FAQ
(FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS)

Is this “legit”?  Is this “for real”? Is this is a “scam”?

First off, please actually “read” and not just “skim” through our various “legit” multimedia 
platforms.  We have numerous multimedia platforms that describe in detail how “legit” or “for 
real” we are even before you actually have to feel the need to even ask any of our staff these 
types of questions.  We also have a staff of many who work extremely hard to make sure that 
our mission and services are readily available for our various clients, partners, and affiliates.

Secondly, We are well aware of scams of all types from fraudulent businesses to fraudulent 
applicants.  We actually have on staff, good and thorough people whose main job is to screen
all businesses and all applicants to make sure that they can represent us in the Official 1Starr 
Way. 

Third, due to Covid-19 and other factors, we are allowing all applicants to audition in the 
comfort and safety of their own homes.  All that we ask is that you follow the very clear 
instructions and do your best if you feel you can actually handle this easy process.

What if I don't have any experience?

Unlike other companies we are a true Equal Opportunity Employer and we are well aware that
most applicants either don't have any experience and/or any relevant experience.  As long as 
you are willing to actually work hard and our follow instructions we are more than happy to 
afford any applicant a real opportunity in all areas.

Can I have someone help me with my submission?

NO because we need to know if you can actually follow instructions and we also need to 
know if you can handle yourself like a grown adult at all times.

Secondly, NO because due of the fact that we are allowing you to do your official audition 
submission in the comfort and safety of your own home we ask and require that you keep all 
of our official resources, materials, and correspondence proprietary and confidential as stated
in ALL correspondence that you were sent.

https://1starr.com/who-we-are
https://1starr.com/who-we-are
https://1starr.com/retail-&-wholesale
https://1starr.com/fashion-&-beauty
https://1starr.com/media-&-entertainment


I already submitted materials why do I need to do this?

Since we are allowing everyone to do their auditions virtually in the comfort and safety of their
own homes, we need verification that that is actually you in your submissions in addition to us
getting a real, unedited version of each and every aspiring talent.  We also have to protect 
ourselves from scam artists and from people that aren't “legit”.

Does it matter if I have tattoos and /or on my face or body? Inappropriate tattoos and 
or piercings? 

We are truly all-inclusive. We are actually more concerned with your attitude and work ethic.
We actually have projects where we need personnel with certain tattoos and/or piercings.
Tattoos and piercings can always be covered up and/or taken out per our technology and 
resources.

Why did I receive information to audition for more than one project

We receive thousands of submissions every week from aspiring talent from all over the world 
and it is extremely hard to even get noticed by our wonderful casting staff so if you are 
contacted about auditioning for not only one project let alone two projects, that is HUGE for 
you.  We always hear from aspring talent about scams and projects that aren't “legit” so 
please take advantage of great opportunities when they actually present themselves to you.

What is the deadline for my audition submission?

We time stamp all correspondence with all applicants so its really up to you.  The longer or 
shorter you take while providing a quality submission per our instructions will decide if you 
have any chance of a future on any of our media and entertainment projects.

In conclusion, our amazing staff has put together the safest and the easiest audition 
procedures and protocols to ensure everyone does their best without any unnecessary
stressors.  If you feel that you cannot handle this part of the audition process please 
let us know so that we can make your spot available in our national and international 
search of more serious candidates. 

If you have any further questions about our company please feel free to check out the 
1Starr Official FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions) Page.

https://1starr.com/faq
https://1starr.com/entertainment

